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The OsseTian sancTuary Of recOm

Methodology
in order to reveal the subject matter of 

the paper in full, the author has used histori-
cal and legal, comparative scientific research 
methods, as well as analysis, inductive and 
deductive methods. The non-stationary 
method of scientific research has been ap-
plied.

The scientific merit of the subject of re-
search is characterised by the fact that the 
functions of the sanctuary have not been 
fully investigated, no scientific explanation of 
the artefacts from archaeological excavations 
has been found, and the proposed area of 
research has not been comprehensively ana-

lysed in light of the obtained scientific mate-
rial. The researches explaining the purpose 
of the sanctuary mainly paid attention to the 
main building and did not take into account 
the natural features of the facility, the cho-
sen location and the adjacent territory. The 
research process was complicated by the cir-
cumstances associated with the loss of vari-
ous artefacts and numerous fires. 

The theoretical significance lies in the 
fact that up to the present time, the cultur-
al and historical facility of recom in north  
Ossetia–alania has not been studied in terms 
of what is proposed in this paper. according 
to a fresh angle on the functions of recom 
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in the historical development, its role in the 
daily life of people of the alagir society in 
the 14th century, a scientific explanation has 
been obtained for various objects including 
natural and artificially created relief, as well 
as things both located inside the sanctuary 
and those found during archaeological exca-
vations. Over time, the function of the court 
and the oaths involved in the settlement of 
disputes has been lost.

The scientific novelty of the area of re-
search is expressed in the assumption ex-
pressed in the paper about the use of the 
sanctuary of recom in a certain historical 
period as a place of serving justice and tak-
ing oath, which makes it possible to assess 
the level of development of the Ossetian cul-
ture and relations of the Ossetian society in 
general and the fairly developed alagir soci-
ety in particular. up to the present time, the 
sanctuary of recom has not been identified, 
explained, and described in the literature as a 
place for judicial procedures and related oath 

ceremonies, along with the receipt and ad-
missibility of evidence. Previous researches 
have paid little attention to the natural sur-
rounding landscape of recom. The scientific 
hypothesis expressed herein will have a sig-
nificant impact on further research on this 
topic, which has not been previously studied 
in this regard. The practical significance lies 
in the fact that the author’s conclusions can 
cause widespread discussion, which will lead 
to the supplementing the educational and 
methodical materials. it is possible to open 
a new line in research on this topic using the 
author’s assumptions.

The sanctuary has been researched at dif-
ferent time periods by the following authors: 
Darchiev a. V., Golodkovskaya n. a., Kuznet-
sov V. a., mamukaev T. B., miller a. a.,  
Pchelina e. G., Tolstoy V. s., uarziati V. s.
 
Location of recom

The sanctuary of recom is located at an 
altitude of 1946 meters above sea level, in 

Fig. 1. Monument 
of Uastyrdzhi. Alagir 
region, Republic of 
North Ossetia–Alania. 
2015. Photo by the 
author (as well as all 
further photos)
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the Tsey gorge of the alagir district of the 
republic of north Ossetia–alania, on the 
left slope of the fast-flowing Tseydon river. 
The recom faz Glade, where the sanctuary 
stands, is bounded by the Tseyrag rocky ridge 
in the north, and by the Tseydon river, rush-
ing along a very steep thalweg, in the south1. 
The complex consists of male and female 
parts. The subject of the research is the male 
side of the recom complex. The patron of the 
recom is the deity uastyrdzhi, the guardian 
of men, travellers and warriors, one of the 
representatives of the Ossetian pantheon of 
heroes and gods (Fig. 1).

The religious building, which was re-
stored since it had burned down in the past 
from a lightning strike, is represented as a 
rectangular building made of logs, consisting 
of two rooms and surrounded by a masonry 
wall, with the foundation made of the same 

material, in the plan explication. The complex 
is located on a terrace slope with a fantas-
tic view of the gorge and mountain, which 
has the modern name of monk. This rocky 
mountain is called Shaufidar in Ossetian, 
which means Black castle (Fig. 2). Geoloca-
tion of the recom complex: 43.904578 (n), 
42.790793 (e).

The architecture of the religious building 
or Dzuar, meaning a deity, a sanctuary, a re-
ligious building in Ossetian, is unusual in the 
caucasian architecture and is a monument 
of wooden architecture, i.e. a log house with 
two pitches of the roof (Figs. 3, 4). 

similar construction method and materi-
als are characteristic also for the regions of 
Latvia (Fig. 5)

The roof edge is equipped with carved 
figures (four on each side) that are designed 
to resemble sitting birds. The roof truss is  

Fig. 2. View of mountain The Monk. Recom, Republic of North Ossetia–Alania. Tsey, 2015
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supported by wooden columns. There is a 
shelf with skulls of animals used for sacri-
fice on the facade with one entrance door. 
The entrance is oriented to the sunny side. 
Despite the fact that the spirit of patrimonial 
dignity is very important for the Ossetians, 
it is worth to emphasise that the sanctuary 
of recom complex has never been used for 
burial. The male part of the complex includes 
three terraces.

first, there is a wooden religious house, 
with an opposite large cauldron with a va-
riety of kitchen utensils (to the left), on the 
first terrace (closer to the canyon, where the 
Tseydon river flows down). a cauldron with 
a holder chain has a fundamental mean-
ing in the Ossetian culture. The main fam-
ily metal, most often copper or cast iron, 
cauldron with the holding chains is one of 
the sacred things that cannot be sold, mort-

gaged or otherwise lost. These clan customs 
are valid now. The hearth with a cauldron 
and chains served to take oath promises 
and assurances. To make sure that a person 
was telling the truth, he needed to say the 
oath, holding on to the chain of his hearth. 
The sanctuary of recom has been regularly 
used and is still used for ritual ceremonies 
and meals. Open-air events and celebra-
tion of religious and mythological holidays 
are of great importance in the Ossetian folk 
culture. The recom, namely its male com-
ponent serves as the main site for celebra-
tions and meals in honour of the deity of 
uastyrdzhi in holidays, where men of differ-
ent ages take part only.

The second terrace has two flat sites. 
These artificially made platforms have di-
mensions as follows: 1) 15 × 9 meters,  
2) 1.8 × 7.5 meters. 

Fig. 3. Main bulding of the Sanctuary of Recom. Tsey, 2015
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Fig. 4. Terraces of Recom. Tsey, 2015

Fig. 5. Wooden construction with foundation elements2
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The third platform, the highest, is a sym-
bolic canopy with three seats. a little lower, 
opposite each other, two boulders are located,  
which have a flat surface allowing anyone 
to stand, freely climb them and go down.  
a person standing on the right stone surface 
is always facing the valley. This stone has a 
shelf that supports the speaker’s support leg 
and is slightly higher than the left stone. The 
left stone has the same flat platform, which 
is easy to climb on and a speaker is always 
facing the monk mountain. The recom log 
religious building and the canopy with sym-
bolic armchairs and a table are equally well 
visible from these platforms. each site has 
good acoustics, which has been experimen-
tally verified by the author.

About the time of origin  
of recom

analysing the written sources, materi-
als on the history of Ossetia, V. Kuznetsov 
writes the following: The earliest informa-
tion on recom refers to the end of the 18th 
century. archpriest John the exarch writes 
in his report to Bishop anthony of astrakhan 
and stavropol, on 18 July 1780: “in Whose 
name the holy Trinity wooden church is built 
of mahogany, called rot-proof. There is a wall 
inscription and several images wherein sig-
natures by Georgian letters are visible in this 
church.”3 

The words of a “wall inscription” in the 
church are noteworthy. The technical execu-
tion of the “wall inscription” or wall painting 
in the modern sense in the wooden structure 
remains an unresolved issue.

Obviously, it can be argued that the reli-
gious building of recom could not be found 
earlier in its current place than is allowed by 
physical and geological conditions. in other 
words, we could say that there should have 
been the necessary natural conditions for the 
construction of a religious building, as well as 
the conditions for regular visits by people. in 
this context, the researches of “reconstruc-

tion of the Glaciation of the central caucasus 
in the 13th–20th centuries (according to Li-
chenometric Data)” by n. a. Golodkovskaya4 
and “On the Probable Time of construction 
of the uastyrdzhi Dzuar sanctuary” have 
been used as a basis. in her paper named 
“On the Probable Time of construction of the 
sanctuary of recom”, n. a. Golodkovskaya 
notes the following: To determine the time of 
deglaciation of the glade, lichenometric sur-
veys of lichens on rock fragments piled up on 
the south western edge of the glade and on 
rock exposures of the slope of the ridge rising 
above it were made. The survey has revealed 
the maximum (in diameter) species of the 
Rhizocarpon geographicum lichen. The spe-
cies had a diameter of 118 mm on rock frag-
ments fallen off when the glacier surface be-
came lower. On rock exposures of the slope, 
bearing the clear traces of glacial scratching, 
the species decreased from 111 mm at the 
top of the rocks up to 109 at the bottom. 
having obtained data on the maximum diam-
eters of lichens, we were able to determine 
their age, and hence the minimum age of the 
stone substrate. as judged from the research 
by roland Beschel (Roland Ernst Beschel, 
1928–1971), both ages can be considered 
similar. The exact time of deglaciation of the 
recom glade is 1127–1164. Thus, it ap-
pears from the time of deglaciation of the 
glade, recom could be built after the 12th 
century only5.

Finds
The helmet of Os-Bagatar, the Ossetian 

hero, was considered the main relic of the 
sanctuary (Fig. 6). 

This helmet survived in the drawings and 
descriptions, but is currently considered lost. 
since the corpse found under the floor of 
the nuzal chapel (Fig. 7) is identified with  
Os-Bagatar, a review of the cause of his death 
seems to be interesting. 

according to a detailed anatomical study 
of the bones of the buried held by T. B. mamu-
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Fig. 6.   
1: Helmet of Os-Bagatar, 
after a drawing by Miller 
19276. 2: Boncuk 
based a metal rod. 
Reconstructed by the 
author 3: Metal rod7

kaev and published in 1969, it has been 
found that they are a skeleton of one adult. 
They have the correct anatomical shape and 
are mostly symmetrical. The sizes of linear 
measurements do not go beyond the usual 
anatomical values. at the same time, trac-
es of traumatic injuries have been found on 
the bones of the skeleton: on the skull, right 
humerus, ulna and radius, as well as on the 
bones of both legs8. 

This undisputed objective study raises 
several questions that require appropriate 
additional analysis. The nature of the mortal 

wounds inflicted on the man discovered dur-
ing the excavation of the nuzal chapel indi-
cates that he had his back to the attacker, 
at least with his head turned away from the 
line of striking. The head, obviously, has not 
been protected by the helmet; otherwise the 
finding of the intact helmet attributed to this 
person, originally located in nuzal village, 
and subsequently in recom, is untrue. ac-
cording to the description of the currently lost 
original helmet, there were no damages or 
marks from weapon blow detected on it. it 
can be assumed that the warrior had several 
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helmets, but in this case, the more obvious 
question is why the head has not been pro-
tected at the time of the strike. in the con-
text of the idea presented in this paper, the 
helmet had a symbolic meaning; perhaps it 
has been exhibited in a place of honour in 
the glade of the sanctuary of recom at the 
time of consideration of a conflict or legal dis-
pute, thereby ensuring the invisible presence  
of the hero.

in addition, it should be noted, the object 
in nuzal was initially built as a crypt. The nu-
zal building has the first roof line in the form 
of horizontal flagstones, as in the so-called 
“city of the Dead” in Dargavs village (Fig. 9). 

The nuzal chapel is the only ancient 
building in Ossetia, where frescoes are par-
tially preserved (Figs. 8, 10). 

highly likely the object in nuzal was 
initially built as a crypt. most of the dam-
ages affected the faces of people presented 

in the composition, since there could be no 
place for images of uncanonical faces inside 
the temple. The frescos could not be dam-
aged under the influence of temporal factors, 
since the rest survived in a good condition 
(Fig. 10). One interpretation variant of nuzal 
chapel frescoes was presented by the author 
at the international scientific and practical 
conference, “evolution of modern science”, 
Kirov, 2016.9 

Within the framework of the assumption 
proposed, the construction of the sanctuary 
main building, unusual for these places, can 
be explained by the fact that it should be 
convenient for storing the ritual objects by its 
functional purpose, as well as familiar and 
confidence-building architectural form for 
foreigners. fragments of arrows have been 
found in the sanctuary during studies and 
excavations held at different times. after the 
excavations of e. G. Pchelina, similar war-

Fig. 7. Nuzal Chapel, Nuzal village, North Ossetia–Alania. 2015
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Fig. 8. Nuzal Chapel (inside), North Ossetia–Alania. 2015

rows in large numbers were handed over to 
the north Ossetian museum, and subjected 
to xylotomic research by a. i. semenov and 
m. V. Pyzhova in 1980. a total of 489 ar-
row shafts have been studied resulting in the 
following breakdown: maple — 424, rose 
family — 39, poplar — 13, hornbeam —  

4, birch, ash, and beech — 3 of each.  
The dominant wood material is maple10.  
a standard average length of an arrow is giv-
en by analogy and is 78 cm, with a length 
of an arrowhead of about 6 cm. in authors’ 
opinion, it is necessary to perform an addi-
tional study of the bone remains of the corpse 
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Fig. 9.  City of the dead in Dargavs, North Ossetia–Alania. 2015

found in nuzal in order to determine the bow 
string tension in accordance with anthropo-
logical parameters of the buried person using 
the modern methods. 

Breaking of arrows, spears could also 
serve as act of initiation (in this case, male 
initiation), which has been known since an-

cient times among various peoples. This ac-
tion confirmed that a man is not only a war-
rior, but also a person who gains full capacity. 
for historical forms of capacity in a legal as-
pect, see sinitsyn, 201311.

V. s. Tolstoy, the caucasus researcher de-
scribed the corresponding Ossetian custom 
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of military brotherhood: “The old Ossetians, 
accompanying me, have explained to me that 
in ancient times there was a military custom 
to fraternize as follows: two warriors went to 
recom, pulled out an arrow from each quiver, 
mixed them, and one was broken in half and 
both halves were left in the walls of recom. 
This obliged them to defend each other in 
battle with selflessness.”12 

until now, the find described by research-
er Darchiev in the some relics of recom of a 
metal rod, previously described as a skewer, 
has not been explained.

according to the given scale, the rod had 
an impressive length of 142 cm. The avail-
ability of a ring for hanging seems to repre-
sent this rod as utility object. But can it be 
considered a broiling rack? Perhaps the short 
part below the curls played a role of a stem, 
whereon a wooden handle was mounted. 
however, judging from the photograph, the 
stem enters the handle quite shallow, and 

such mounting cannot be called strong even 
for half of the load that such a long broiling 
rack suggests. it should also be noted that 
the Ossetian names of all objects except the 
stem are written in the figure, therefore, the 
Ossetians, accompanying a. a. miller, no 
longer imagined its purpose, or, in any case, 
did not identify it with the skewer13. until 
now, there is no unity in the interpretation of 
the purpose of this thing.

in author’s opinion, this metal rod, for 
the most part, could be really inserted into 
the wooden pole, which has been described 
by V. s. uarziati in “The flag in the fam-
ily ritualism of Ossetians”, and was an in-
tegral part of the ritual of fraternization and 
related oath before the battle. in this paper, 
V. s. uarziati notes, “it is interesting to em-
phasise that before a military raid, its partici-
pants took the oath of loyalty and promised 
to be brothers and true friends to each other, 
not to leave the wounded and killed to the 

Fig. 10. Frescoes (fragment), Nuzal Chapel, North Ossetia–Alania. 2015
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enemy. according to famous Ossetian histo-
rian m. K. Gardanti, the oath was solidified 
by touching a khulon khil (a multi-coloured 
pole translated from Ossetian). Probably, this 
khulon khil was a kind of boncuk [a sym-
bol of valour, strength and power among the 
Turkic peoples and cossacks. author’s note] 
and had great cult significance. Oath partici-
pants were standing around it, having laid 
their weapons nearby. They touched it with 
the right hand by seniority and whispered: “i 
swear i will not betray my comrades; i will 
save my wounded comrade from enemies; 
and i will lay the body of the killed to rest.” 
Oath participants answered “Ommen” (so be 
it) to this words and took their weapons laid 
under khulon khil. after that they took each 
other by hands and said: “We will be broth-
ers and defend ourselves as children of the 
same parents”14.

it can be assumed that the metal part 
was inserted into the shaft and the pole was 
used in a vertical position to half-rings, which 
served as boundaries in this case; multi-
coloured ribbons or flags could be tied to 
half-rings, and various objects (fur, skin, tail) 
could be hanging on the ring. The wooden 
part, most likely, has burned down in a fire. 
This can be confirmed if we study the metal 
rod for changes in the metal structure under 
the influence of high temperature. author 
carried out the reconstruction of the boncuk 
using the image of a metal rod as a basis 
(fig. 6).

The legal basis of law court proceedings 
in ancient Ossetian society was customary 
law. Legislative provisions or Adates on vari-
ous branches of law were not recorded, but 
existed in the oral topics of the highlanders. 
This situation was typical for many societies. 
for example antic Greek and roman legisla-
tive institutions were still fixed on stone car-
riers and exhibited in a public place (Agora 
or Odeon), in order to ensure that the law is 
communicated to a wide range of persons. 
a brief overview of historical methods of no-

tification about laws can be obtained from 
sinitsyn 201715. court decisions were not re-
corded; they were memorised by a secretary 
or mnemon.

The speechmaker had to speak from the 
podium (stone). for example in ancient Greek 
Gortyn law it was indicated: adoption may 
originate from any source wished and the 
declaration of the adoption will be performed 
in the agora, before the assembled citizens, 
from the podium where the proclamations 
are made16. in ancient society, the trial pro-
cess was impossible without oaths. for this 
purpose, sanctuaries and shrines were used. 
for the ancient Greeks, close to the location 
of the law court there was a temple and reli-
quary which had an integral part in the pro-
ceedings. in the temple, the trial participants 
gave oaths concerning various aspects of the 
case. Given the peculiarities of development, 
this can be attributed to the ancient Ossetian 
society.

Thus, we can see that the legal practice 
and ancient Ossetian customs are highly like-
ly to respond to the natural religious place 
named recom.

Conclusions
1. The sanctuary of recom could be used 

as a place for settlement of disputes and 
taking judicial oaths and served the in-
terests of the alagir society from the 14th 
century. Over the years, this type of ac-
tion was lost. up to the present time, re-
searches of the sanctuary of recom were 
focused on the main building. The wildlife 
topography and the surroundings were in-
terpreted as a narrative of the sanctuary, 
and not as an integral part of the multi-
purpose sacred open-air facility.

2. There was a connection between the 
sanctuary of recom under the auspices 
of the deity uastyrdzhi and the nuzal 
chapel, now having the status of a chris-
tian church. This spiritual connection 
is also based on a relative geographical 
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proximity of these two objects within the 
alagir society.

3. The damage of frescos inside the nu-
zal chapel was caused intentionally and 
deliberately with the purpose to adapt 
the object to the needs of the christian 
church. most of the damages affected the 
faces of people presented in the composi-
tion, since there could be no place for im-
ages of uncanonical faces inside the tem-
ple. The frescos could not be damaged 
under the influence of temporal factors, 
since the rest survived in a good condi-
tion.

4. The object in nuzal was initially built as 
a crypt. a facade, where a low entrance 
door is now located, is geographically ori-
ented to the sunny side, which is typical 
for Ossetian crypt architecture. moreover, 
the nuzal building has the first roof line in 
the form of horizontal flagstones, as in the 
so-called “city of the Dead” in Dargavs 
village, north Ossetia. all the crypts in 
Dargavs district have stone hip roofs with 
two or four faces.

5. in the 14th century, the alagir society was 
well developed against the background 
of this region. it entitles us to believe 
that the aristocracy of alagir maintained 
relative independence at the time of the 
mongolian influence in the caucasus 
in the 14th century, which is defined by 
the necessity of the own judicial power 
and a place of its implementation, taking 
into account the local traditions. Judicial 
disputes included also trials by ordeal. 
recom could be such a place.

Recommendations
To take detailed extensive photography of 

all the frescos of the internal painting of the 
nuzal church walls, to publish the frescos 
atlas, both preserved and restored using the 
modern computer technology.

To count actually stones from the wall 
of the fence and the foundation of the main 

building of the sanctuary of recom and to 
create a virtual object using the computer 
technology: a structure characteristic of  
Ossetian religious buildings, taking into ac-
count the limited number of stones. Thus, 
the possibility to construct a building of the 
nuzal object type of a different material will 
be proved. 
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Nuzalas kapela

Rakstā analizēti Osetijas Rekom svētnīcas vēsturiskie un juridiskie aspekti un daudzfunk-
cionālās izmantošanas īpatnības. Tēmas izpētē līdz šim savāktā zinātniskā informācija nav 
pietiekoša, lai noskaidrotu vairākus objekta vēsturiskās dzīves elementus. Arheoloģiskajos 
izrakumos svētnīcas atrašanās vietā atrastie priekšmeti un to nozīme nav pilnībā izskaidro-
ta. Raksta autors piedāvā jaunu skatījumu uz vēsturiskā un reliģiskā pieminekļa — Rekom 
svētnīcas daudzfunkcionalitāti un Osetijas kultūru. Saskaņā ar izvirzīto zinātnisko hipotēzi 
par vienu no daudzajām Rekom iezīmēm (svētnīca kā juridisko jautājumu risināšanas vieta) 
tiks iegūts papildus skaidrojums par svētnīcas funkcionalitāti un tur atrastajiem priekšme-
tiem, kuri līdz šim nav saņēmuši zinātnisku interpretāciju. Rakstā apskatītais laika periods —  
mūsu ēras 14. gadsimts. Tēmas aktualitāti raksturo tas, ka svētnīcas funkcijas nav pilnībā 
izpētītas, līdz šim nav izdevies atrast zinātnisku izskaidrojumu arheoloģiskajos izrakumos at-
rastajiem priekšmetiem, kā arī nav vispusīgi apkopots un publicēts pētniecības tēmas ietva-
ros iegūtais zinātniskais materiāls. Skaidrojot  svētnīcas mērķus, zinātnieki pārsvarā apskata 
guļbūves galveno celtni, neņemot vērā objekta dabiskās  īpašības, izvēlēto vietu un apkārtējo 
ainavu. Pētniecības procesu apgrūtina tas, ka  dažādi priekšmeti laika gaitā ir pazuduši un 
svētnīcā notikuši vairāki ugunsgrēki. Izpētes zinātniskā novitāte ir tajā, ka līdz šim kultūras 
un vēstures objekts Rekom Ziemeļosetijā–Alānijā nav pētīts tādā aspektā, kā ierosināts šajā 
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rakstā. Raugoties citādi uz Rekom funkcijām un lomu tautas ikdienas dzīvē, iegūts zinātnis-
kais izskaidrojums par priekšmetiem, kas atrodas svētnīcas robežās un atrasti arheoloģiskajos 
izrakumos. Autors pievērš uzmanību iegūtiem materiāliem par Nuzalas baznīcu, ieskaitot tur 
esošās freskas, un atspoguļo tās sakarus ar svētnīcu Rekom. Atrasts sakaidrojums kādam 
Rekom svētnīcā atrastam priekšmetam. Raksta tēmas pilnīgam iztirzājumam autors izmanto 
vēsturisko, juridisko, lingvistisko zinātniskās pētīšanas metodi, kā arī induktīvās un deduk-
tīvās metodes un  nestacionāros zinātniskos pētījumus. Faktisko materiālu un bibliogrāfiju 
autors ir savācis doktorantūras programmas Erasmus Mundus (EMA2) ietvaros, kas pavadīta  
K. L. Hetagurova vārdā nosauktajā Ziemeļosetijas Valsts universtitātē. 


